Western ghat expedition—8

16 to 19 Nov, 2011
600 km (nilambur, gudalur, ooty)

A week after the launch of technopark bicycle club one would expect
that I would take a break from bicycling for few days. Yes I did take a
break but no I could not keep my legs off a bicycle. In fact I was so
excited about my trip objectives that I set out at 10pm on 15th.
Meaning I would be sleep under a roof only after 10pm on 17th.
Trip
objectives
 Break
previous
record of
291km on a
single day

 Stay
outdoor for
48 hours

Reached
aroor
bridge
(Ernakulam) by 6pm. Two hours
before I had reached on my
previous 291 km stint. Felt
relaxed and took a break at
Oberon mall for 1 hour. Big
mistake.

aroor bridge - ernakulam
By the time I resumed my journey at 8pm, I had lost all momentum and
felt fatigued and drowsy. By 11pm I could not take it anymore and I
knew any moment I would conk out completely. Eyes were glued to
the cyclo-computer and the moment it reached 293km – phew, I
dropped everything and hit the sack (it was literally a sack kept
outside a closed shop!)

Reached nilambur at 11pm on 17th. So that also took care of the second trip
objective. Enough of objectives, now let me just enjoy the trip ahead.

nilmabur

Nilambur to gudalur was a relaxed ascend. I could pedal most of it and was not at all
tired when I reached gudalur by evening (2 days of rigorous bicycling does that to
anybody I think). But the stretch from gudalur to ooty at night was a challenge.
30km of steeper ascend with no habitation for most part of the route. Infact reached
a place windbrook and did not think twice before settling into a resort. I generally
don’t treat myself to such extravaganzas during my trips but I made an exemption.
Could not think of sleeping under the stars for one more night!

Unplanned extravaganza – windbrook resort
Had been to ooty several times, hence I was not very keen on exploring it. Anyway
I always focus on sights en-route in contrast to popular destinations. So I just
vroomed past ooty (not before taking some more snaps en-route)

Ooty outskirts

